Magnetoencephalography and its Achilles' heel.
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) has practically unlimited temporal resolution. Fundamental physical reasons, however, restrict the capability of MEG to separate simultaneously active sources. After a brief tutorial introduction into MEG, various aspects of spatial resolution are reviewed with the help of examples. First the estimation of a single current dipole is examined. A consideration of the resolution field shows that the spatial selectivity of the estimated dipole moment is highly dependent on methodological issues. A subsequent consideration of various two-dipole configurations illustrates how the topography of the magnetic field depends on the distance between the two dipoles and their relative orientations. The resolution fields associated with the estimation of the dipole moments reveal a strong interference for closely spaced dipoles. A simple model suggests that the standard deviations of the estimated moments are inversely proportional to the distance of the dipoles. Spatial information provided by techniques like functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) could help to overcome problems resulting from the limited spatial resolution of MEG (multimodal integration). But a straightforward synthesis, according to the principle that fMRI provides the spatial structure of the sources and MEG adds the temporal information, is probably doomed to failure in many situations. A serious dilemma, among other problems, is that the fMRI signal generally represents a temporal integral over several seconds: The knowledge that a certain brain region was active sometime or other is not necessarily helpful for disentangling the MEG activity within a specified short time window. An intriguing fact is that the spatio-temporal pattern of the MEG signals can be considered as a signature of the brain which is suitable for hypothesis testing with high temporal and spatial resolution.